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INTRODUCTION
Mathematical models in control theory [l], statistical mechanics [5] , and population biology [2] lead to formulas containing eAeB and eA+B, for noncommuting n x n matrices A and B. The behaviors of these models depend on functions of the eigenvalues of e AeB and eA+B. this note is to extend a recent inequality that compares the eigenvalues of e *eB with those of e AiB in the special case when B = A*. Bernstein [l] proved, among other inequalities, that if A is a real n X n matrix, 1 < n < 00, AT is the transpose of A, and tr(A) is the trace of A, then tr(eAeAr) < tr(eA+AT).
(1.1)
Bernstein's proof of (1.1) relies on Theorem 3 of Fan [3, p. 6541. This note generalizes Fan's theorem and then exploits that generalization fully to extend (1.1). The remainder of this introductory section gives some notation and definitions. As usual, for any complex n X n matrix C, let C* denote the conjugate transpose of C. A complex matrix C is normal if CC* = C*C. Thus trik)(C) = tr!')(C(k)). To illustrate, t@)(C) is the kth elementary symmetric function of the eigenvalues of C; in particular, tri')(C) is the usual trace of C, and t@(C) is the spectral radius of C. When C is nonnegative definite, ordering the eigenvalues of C by decreasing magnitude amounts to ordering them by the usual order on nonnegative real numbers; thus trik)(C) is the product of the k biggest eigenvalues of C. Similarly, replacing C by Cck) in the argument on the right of (2.2) and using the Binet-Cauchy formula give tr,
INEQUALITIES FOR EXPONENTIALS OF
t If C is normal, then C'(C')* = (CC*)l, so equality holds in (2.1). If k = n, both sides of (2.1) equal (det C)'(det C*)'. In (2.1), let C = eAlr. Then, since (e*)* = e**,
(2.4)
Let r t cc in (2.4) . By the exponential product formula of Sophus Lie (e.g., [6] ), (eA/reA*/r)r+ e*+**, which implies (2.3).
Equality holds in (2.3) when A is normal because then e A is normal. 
